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A MATHEMATICALMODEL FOR THE DOUBLY-FEDWOULD ROTOR GENERATOR- PART II

Frank J. Brady

National Aeronauticsand Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland,Ohio 44135

Abstract - This paper is a mathematicalanalysis K coupling coefficient

of a d'6_ed wound rotor generator. It is a con- LR,LS self inductance,rotor, and starer,respec-tinuation of a previous paper, which applied the con-
straints of constant stator voltage and frequencyto tively

the circuit equations and obtained expressionsfor the nR'nS number of turns, rotor, and stator,respec-currents and voltages in the machine. In this paper
the previouslyderived variables are redefinedas tively

direct and quadraturecomponents. In addition,the RR,RS resistanceof winding, rotor, and stator, re-apparent (complex)power for both the rotor and the
stator are derived in terms of these redefined spectively

components. S slip

INTRODUCTION t time

In the previous paper [1], the doubly-fedwound VR,VS terminal voltage, rotor, and stator, respec-
rotor generatorwas analyzed. The machine included a tively
three-phasewinding on both the rotor and the stator.
The general circuit equationswere reduced to two sim- vRo,VRc rotor voltage required to establish iRO and
plified equations,one for the rotor voltage, another
for the stator voltage, iRe, respectively

Applying the constraintsof constant stator volt- _ the bar above a variable indicatesit is a
age and frequencyto these two circuit equations,it phasor
was possible to obtain the necessaryrotor excitation.
The current and voltage expressions,which resulted, eR,eS,eL phase angle shift, rotor, stator, and load,
were used to derive expressionsfor rotor and stator respectively
real powers; and also, to show the relationshipsbe-
tween shaft, rotor, and stator powers. Those results _'mS angular frequency,mechanicaland synchronous
will be used in this paper. However, the variables electrical,respectively
are redefinedinto direct and quadraturecomponents.
The expressionsfor apparent power on both the rotor PREVIOUSLY DERIVEDVARIABLES
and the stator are derivedusing these redefined
components. Before procedingwith any new derivations,some of

the results of the previous paper [1] will be restated.
SYMBOLS To make the developmentof the model easier to follow,

some terms will be made more compact.
a ratio of stator number of turns to rotor num- From the previous paper, the voltage and current

ber of turns at the stator terminalsis,

eR,eS inducedvoltage, rotor, and stator, respec- j(_st-BR_/2)
tively _S = Vse (1-1)

eSD,eSQ inducedstator voltage, direct, and quadra-
ture components,respectively and

iR,iS instantaneousrotor and stator current, re- j(_st-BR-BL*_I2)
spectively TS= -Ise (1-2)

iRO rotor current required to generate open-
circuit stator voltage The inducedstator voltage was given as,

ire rotor current required to compensatefor sta-

tor impedancedrop _ aKLR (1-3)

iRD,iRn, rotor current, direct and quadraturecompo-
nents, respectively This variable was not derived explicitly. But if the

expressionfor TR is substitutedinto (I-3), the in-
duced stator voltage becomes,

j(_st-eR+_/2) j(_st-BR-BL+BS*_/2)
: Vse + IZslIse

(1-4)

It should be noted that the derivativeof the product
in (1-3)produces the sum of two terms. The induced
stator voltage is, more precisely,



_S : (I - S)_S + S_S (I-5) ROTOR PHASOR DIAGRAM

Equations (1-13)and (I-14) describe the voltage
Later in this paper, when the active and reactive pow- and current as seen at the rotor terminalsof the ma-
ers are derived, this separationof terms will have chine. Since these expressions are in phasor form, a
more meaning, phasor diagram can be constructedfrom them directly.

The rotor variablesthat were previouslyderived This diagram is a visual aid to what happens on the
are as follows: rotor as slip and stator current varies, it will also

be used to explain the basis for the direct and quad-
Rotor current, rature currents that will be derived later.

The phasor diagram (Fig.I) shows the relative
phase angles between the rotor variables. The refer-

TR = TR0 +TR € ence phasor is vRO, since it was assumed to have zerophase angle. In order to draw the other variables,
three assumptionsmust be made. First, the value of

] IZR{ is arbitrary,but the relationship VRO = {ZRIIRo
2_w1 [ J(S_st_R ) . J(Smst_s-BR-BL must be maintained. Second, by manipulationof equa-
S aKXR[ se IZs113e tions (i-i0) and (I-ii)it can be shown that the rela-

tionship IR_ = (IZsI/IZLI)IR0 must hold. Finally, the
variable, ER can be scaled using equation (1-12), and

(i-6) assuming that Xs E IZsl-

Rotor voltage,

vR: VRO.

2 1 [VseJ(S_S t) j(Smst+BS-eLI"_aT_IZRI .IZslise

3 K J(S_st_R _ L)
+ _ _ SXsIse (I-7)

The voltage inducedon the rotor is given by, VR°

3 K d [ -j(pWt/2) ]

LS Ts] (1-8)

If the expressionfor TS is substitutedinto (1-8), e
the result is the inducedrotor voltage, _R-

3 K J(S_st"eR"eL)
_R = _ _ SXsIse (1-9)

In order to make the expressionsfor _R and TR
more compact, the followingdefinitionswill be made:

2 1

IRO : _-_ VS (i-I0) (BS_/OL)

2 1

IR,: IZslis (1-11)

K Figure1. - Rotorphasordiagram. (Shownfor positiveslip.)
ER = _ _ SXsIS (1-12)

When these definitionsare substitutedinto equations DIRECTAND QUADRATUREROTOR CURRENTS

(1-6) and (1-7),the results are, The induced stator voltage consists of two compo-
nents, one that is in phase with the stator current,

J(S_St_R) + IRceJ(S_st_s-BR-BL) (1-13) another leading the current by 90°. This can be shownT_K= IRoe by modifying equation (1-4). In order to make a com-
parison between voltage and current, the voltage must

I_RO ej(_St) I_eJ(S_st_s_ I be placed in the same referenceframe as the current.
"RT;'= IIZR + L This is done by factoringequation (1-4) into the fol-lowing form,

tj(S_st_R 4L ) IZslis+ ERe (I-14) _S = + eJ (_st4 R4 L%"/2)

2



Comparingthis equation to (1-2), it can be seen that F
both phasors e-S and TS have the same rotational TR = L(IRo cos eL + IRk cos eS)
reference;namely,

J(_st-eR-BL+"12) +e + (IRo sin eL IRE sin es)eJ(=/2 ej(S_St-eR-eL)

The termswithin the brackets of equation (2-1) are the (2-8)
" phasor componentswithin the referenceframe.

As they are written, the two componentsin equa-
tion (2.1) are not orthogona1. They can be made so by The rotor current can now be expressed in ortho9onal
using the identity, components. Equation (2-8) becomes

eje = cos e + (sine)ej(_12) (2-2) TR = _RD + IRQeJ(_I2_ej(S_St-BR-BL)
(2-9)

and combining likecomponents.
Equation (2-I) becomes where

L_vscos eL +RsI S) +(V S sin eL+ XSIS)eJ(_I2_j IRD= IRO cos eL +IR, cos eS (2-10)
and

j(mst-eR-eL*_12) +
x e (2-3) IRQ = IRO sin eL IR_ sin eS (2.11)

The first component is in phase with the stator cur- When equations (1-10)and (i-11)are substaitutedinto
rent. It will be called the direct component,that is, equations (2-10)and (2-11), the rotor componentsand

stator componmentsare related as follows.
j(mst-eR-eL+"12)

_SD = (Vs cos eL + RSIs)e The relationshipbetween direct componentsis,

j(mst-eR-eL+_/2) ESD = _ aKXRIRD (2-12)
= ESDe (2-4)

The relationshipbetween quadraturecomponentsis,

The second component leads the current by 90°. It will

be called the quadraturecomponent, that is, ESQ =_ aKXRIRQ (2-13)

_SQ = (Vs sin eL + XsIs)eJ(xl2)eJ(mst-eR-eL+"12) ROTOR VOLT-AMPERES (APPARENTPOWER)

In order to properly size the power supply feeding
J(mst_R-eL +") the rotor, the volt-ampererequirementsof that circuit

= ESQe (2-5) must be known. This can now b_ done by making use of
the expressionsfor TR and vR.

The components _SD and _SQ will be shown to have a The rms value squared of rotor current, I_, can be
relationshipto the rotor current, obtained by inspectionof equation (2-9).

The expressionfor rotor current, equation (1-6) i_2 + _Jcan be rewrittenin the followingform I_ : _ RD I (3-1)

2 1 [. JBL eJ(S_st_R-BL )
T R = _aT_S e + IZs (2-6) To obtain a correspondingexpressionfor rotor voltage,equation (I-14)can be expressed in terms of direct and

quadraturerotor currents. The result is,

Using equality (2-2), _ can be separatedinto orthog- {I I_ IRQeJ(_I2_ + J(S_st_L)
onal components. _R = ZR RD + e

2 i _V +
TR : _ a--_ S cos eL IZsliscoses) (3-2)

In order to obtain the rms value by inspection,the

s)eJ(_/2_eJ(Swst_R-aL)] terms within the braces of equation (3-2)must be or-+ (VS sin eL + IZsIIssin e thogonal. This can be done by using the identity,

-_R e R)e-j(_/2)(2-7) e = cos e R + (sin [3-3)

If the appropriatesubstitutionsare made, using equa-
tions (1-10) and (1-11),the rotor current becomes, Equation (3-2)becomes



IiI \ to slip speed. It can be shown that an equivalentformTR = ZRIIRD + ER cos rRl of equation (3-8) is the following,

Since the phasors of equation (3-4) are now separated (3-9)

by 90", the rms value squared of rotor voltage, V_, can When this equation is multiplied by I_, the result is

be written as, the apparent (complex)power for the statorScircuit;

2 2 namely

V_ =_( [ZR]IRD+ ER cOSeR) + ½0 ZR[IRQ + ER Sin BR) 2 2 2

The rotor volt-amperescan be found by taking the prod- + 1 - S)EsQIS + SEsQI (3-10)
2 2. the result isuct of equations(3-1) and (3-5), VRIR,

When equation (3-10) is compared with equation (3-6),
the terms SESDIS and SEsoIS are the real and reac-

2 2 i_ _2 + _) + LS__ 512 tive powers, respctively,tgat are transferredbetweenVRIR = 4 R RD I Q a--_LRSEsDI rotor and stator. Equation (3-10) gives the statorreal power, PS; and the reactive power,QS-

PS = ESDIs (3-11)

a LR j QS = ESQIs

Inspectionof equation (3-6)gives the rotor real SUMMARY

power, PR; and reactive power,QR- The rotor currents and inducedstator voltages are
The second term within each bracket of equation

(3-6) is the real and reactive powers transferredbe- redefined into direct and quadraturecomponents. The
quantativerelationshipbetween direct rotor current

tween rotor and stator. To show that these same terms and direct stator voltage is shown; also, a similar re-
appear in stator power expressions,equation (2-3) can ]ationshipis given for quadraturerotor current and
be written as follows, quadraturestator voltage. These componentsare used

EsQeJ(,/2_eJ(_st_R_L_/2) to derive expressionsfor the apparent (complex)power_S SD + _ (3-7) on both the rotor and stator.= This paper, along with the first paper, provide a
complete descriptionof rotor and stator variables,as
well as the real and reactive power flowing in the

The rms value squared of _S, from equation (3-7),is doubly-fedgenerator.

=12
E_ ,_SD + E_Q) (3-8) REFERENCE
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